


RUGBY 7’s INDEX

This icon garment’s fabric features our unique Quad Stretch Fabric. 

Sublimated garment with unlimited colour and pattern possibilities.

This garment contains material which has been cut and sewn into 
panels.

This garments material has dual moisture wicking technology. 
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DESIGN AND QUOTE 
RETURNEDDAY 1

ORDER CONFIRMED
INVOICE PAIDDAY 2-3

ORDER CONFIRMED
INVOICE PAIDDAY 71-72

MANUFACTURED
IN THE UKDAY 4-70 FROM WHEN PAYMENT 

HAS CLEARED.
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The EXOFIT Sublimated Jersey is designed to be worn as close to 
the skin as possible so it has a figure hugging shape. These shirts 
are worn tight so pick a size as close to your actual chest measure-
ment as possible. This fit is only available with round and tonga 
neck collars. Made from our own unique fabric design with ergo-
nomicquad-stretch system the close fit of the EXOFIT Sublimated 
Jersey, optimises your own body’s cardio-vascular system.

Getting your body’s fuel (oxygen) direct to where it is needed the 
most (your muscles) whilst reducing lactic acid and other metabolic 
waste build-up. With its enhanced moisture wicking properties, the 
material used in the EXOFIT Sublimated Jersey actually draws 
sweat away from your skin and keeps your body running at opti-
mum temperature.

The LAXFIT Sublimated Jersey is tailored traditional playing jersey, 
with a contemporary fabric and tested to destruction to give you a 
jersey that can take all you can throw at it. Made from MD486 this 
style of shirt has a regular tailored fit allowing a looser feel and 
greater air movement within.

The LAXFIT Sublimated Jersey available in ‘New Zealand’ and 
traditional buttoned ‘Grandad’ neck styles. 
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BRONZE PACK

INCLUDES :

SHIRT - EXOFIT OR LAXFIT

SHORTS

SOCKS

£50.00 (Inc vat)



He�n Thomas

RUGBY 7’s

SILVER PACK
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INCLUDES :

SHIRT - EXOFIT OR LAXFIT

SHORTS

SOCKS

T-SHIRT

HOODIE

£90.00 (Inc vat)



RUGBY 7’s

olorun-sports.com  -  01267 233737  -  info@olorun-sports.com

OUR BESPOKE SERVICE. 
Our online kit designer enables you to choose from ready made designs to create a kit perfectly suited to your own unique personality. 
Choose a starting design online or take a look through our gallery photos for inspiration!

GOT YOUR OWN IDEAS?
Using our expert in-house design team, we can design pretty much anything you like. From retro to the most unique colourful design 
you can imagine! Using our specialist sublimation methods, we are able to create any design in an array of colours and styles, complete 
with sponsors and logos.

FULLY SUBLIMATED GARMENTS.
Our bespoke products are fully sublimated. Sublimation is a                                 process by which dyes are applied to the fabric. 
The dye-sublimation printing process uses heat to transfer                                    dye onto the fabric and because the dyes bond very 
well with polyester it is possible to print bright, well-defined                                  images.Logos, names and numbers can be printed onto 
the product at the same time, which means there is no                                            additional cost for these customisations.

WANT SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT? GOT YOUR OWN IDEAS? 
CREATE YOUR CUSTOM RUGBY SHIRT, WITH OUR  KIT DESIGNER!
OR CONTACT US WITH WHAT YOU HAVE IN MIND! 
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INCLUDES :

SHIRT - EXOFIT OR LAXFIT

SHORTS

SOCKS

T-SHIRT

VEST

POLO

HOODIE

£120.00 (Inc vat)



RUGBY 7’s

INCLUDES :

SHIRT - EXOFIT OR LAXFIT

SHORTS

SOCKS

T-SHIRT

VEST

POLO

HOODIE

LEISURE SHORTS 
(ICONIC) 

CAP

TRACK BOTTOMS 
(ICONIC)

£160.00 (Inc vat)

PLATINUM PACK
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Grandad
The traditional Grandad collar is the ultimate 

upgrade from the old school union collar. 
As the majority of clubsstill prefer to have collars, 
the Grandad is the most popular choice. Includes 

cotton drill neck tape for comfort and a single 
rubber button placket with reinforced stitching. 

Union
A timeless style with a modern twist. Whilst

still looking smart and retro. Including a 
Locker patch, Concealed woven placket and 

rubber button, this traditional collar maintains 
the heritage feel of your club. 

The New Zealand collar is a new Continental 
design and bring a contemporary style to the 

range. Bringing together comfort and style with 
a modern twist. Includes cotton drill neck tape 

and reinforced stitching.

New Zealand

The Round Neck collar is simple but effective,
designed with strength and durability in mind. 

It is highly versatile and has advanced uses 
from minis/junior level all the way up to seniors. 

Only available for the Exofit. 

RoundTonga
Inspired by the Southern Hemishpere, this collar 
provides style whilst allowing you to perform at
your best during a fast paced game. Designed 

for power and precision. 
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We stock a wide range of playing sock options to fulfill your teams 
needs. Whether its the Classic hooped or plain sock to a more technical 
sock we have it covered to complete your teams kit.

Available in sizes: Small (Shoe Sizes 1 - 3), Medium (Shoe Sizes 4 - 7), 
Large (Shoe Sizes 7 - 11)

Cant find anything you fancy? We also offer a bespoke service. We can 
add team names and alter designs to suit your kit. We advise that you 
liase with our sales team regarding bespoke socks as this option may 
extend your turnaround time.
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Our Olorun Player Kit Bag is made 
from a strong polyester with PVC 
backing making the bag both 
waterproof and extremely durable. 
The holdall is comprised of 4 
compartments including a useful 
wet compartment in the base. The 
bag also features large zip access, 
carrying handles and a large 
shoulder strap. 

Dimensions: 63 x 28 x 31cm

£22.50 (Inc vat)
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£25.00 (Inc vat)
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The Olorun large team kit bag is 
made from a strong polyester with 
PVC backing making the bag both 
waterproof and extremely durable. 
The bag is a must for any squad 
needing to travel or wanting to 
transport the team’s kit around. 
The holdall is comprised of 2 
compartments, wheelie system 
and handle. It also has carry straps 
and a large shoulder strap. 

Dimensions: 83 x 42 x 45cm

RUGBY 7’s
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MEN’S SIZES
S M L XL XXL 3XL

CHEST 34-36” 38-40” 42-44” 46-48” 50-52” 54-56”

WAIST 28-29” 30-32” 34-36” 38-40” 42-44” 46-48”

BOY’S & YOUTH SIZES

WOMEN’S SIZES

SB MB LB Y / XS

SIZE 7-8yrs 9-10yrs 11-12yrs Youth

CHEST 26-28” 28-30” 30-32” 32-34”

WAIST 23-24” 25-26” 26-27” 28-29”

HEIGHT 50-54 54-59 59-63” 63-67”

RUGBY 7’s
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We stock a wide range of playing sock options to fulfill your teams 
needs. Whether its the Classic hooped or plain sock to a more technical 
sock we have it covered to complete your teams kit.

Available in sizes: Small (Shoe Sizes 1 - 3), Medium (Shoe Sizes 4 - 7), 
Large (Shoe Sizes 7 - 11)

Cant find anything you fancy? We also offer a bespoke service. We can 
add team names and alter designs to suit your kit. We advise that you 
liase with our sales team regarding bespoke socks as this option may 
extend your turnaround time.

ARTWORK INFORMATION -

For Olorun to produce high 
quality decoration we need logo’s 
for print, heatseal, sublimation and 
Embroidery to be provided in the 
following formats.

A VECTORISED FILE -

Adobe Illustrator (ai.) or Encapsu-
lated Post Script (eps.) format files 
have no loss of quality when 
manipulated in size. Therefore 
these are the preferred formats to 
produce the best output.

HIGH RESOLUTION PDF -

Only Adobe Illustrator PDF’s are 
acceptable for all 
decoration.

HIGH RESOLUTION JPEG -

In order that your, or your spon-
sor’s logo is produced perfectly 
we must use 
vectorised artwork. If JPEG is the 
only format that can be supplied 
to us we will have to regenerate 
artwork in a vector format. To do 
this we charge. 

EMBROIDERY AND
PRINTING
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EMBROIDERY

To Embroider your garments we need to have a digitised 
DST file of your design. This is different to normal artwork 
and if necessary would be £35.00 to set up - so please see 
if a DST file already exists.

Club logo’s (normally applied to the left breast) and small 
sponsor logo’s are ideal for Embroidery. Almost any type of 
garment (including  Caps) can be embroidered. If you wish 
to embroider individual names, company names on square 
numbers in block type, this is called monogramming. A 
nominal charge is made for this service.

An existing DST file may also be amended (eg. to show a 
new tour date or to change 1st XV to 1st XI) - we may need 
to change in these cases.

PRINTING

We offer a printing service from £1.50 for numbers, £2.00 
for names and between £2.50 - £4.50 for sponsor logo’s. 
Please note that prices may vary depending on size and 
colour. Prices stated are meant as a guide only.

Above left is a JPEG, showing poor quality of a low resolution image. 
The above right is a Vectorised image making it perfect for reproduction. 

    JPEG                            VECTORISED

    PRIME                    OLORUN                      BITSUMI                    IMPACT               SIMON               COLLEGE

RUGBY 7’s
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info@OLORUN-SPORTS.COM

01267 23
3737

follow us on social mediaunder olorun-sports


